
The Australian Accounting Standards (AAS) say very little about reserves, and their creation by Local 
Government Councils is generally voluntary.   
  
Therefore, the treatment of reserves (excepting asset revaluation reserve/s) by Councils varies across 
(and within) jurisdictions. On a voluntary basis, Councils can choose to create reserves not backed by 
cash/investments through the use of an accounting technique known as ‘reserve accounting’. 
  
This practice of 'reserve accounting' happens in the Local Government sector and is really just the 
shifting (by book entry) of one component of equity (typically accumulated surplus) into another 
(typically some form of other reserve).  
Local Government Victoria (LGV) guides Councils not to use this practice, particularly where it may 
lead to a misunderstanding of funds available.  However, at this time, LGV does not instruct Councils 
not to use ‘reserve accounting’ for the purpose of creating reserves that are not cash/investment 
backed, though the Model Accounts and Best Practice Guide (BPG) don't encourage it's use. 
Notwithstanding, the existing guidance of LGV at item G83 of the BPG is clear about not providing the 
impression that funds are available, or set aside, for a particular purpose.  
Further, compliance with the AAS is required and the practice of ‘reserve accounting’ and creation of 
reserves not backed by cash/investments is not contrary to the AAS. The Victorian Auditor General 
audits against the financial reporting requirements and has advised me in writing that it is not a 
requirement to consider whether reserves are cash backed and therefore does not address this 
question as part of the audit of Council financial statements. 
  
That said, I would think it is a legislative or mandatory accounting policy or standards matter, or at 
least an important disclosure, to identify whether or not reserves are cash/investment backed to 
ensure transparency for users of the financial statements including Community ratepayers, residents 
and other stakeholders.  
  
Whether or not reserves are cash/investment backed would be useful information for users of Council 
financial statements, and presumably something that Council would want to disclose.  This might also 
represent restrictions on assets, if they were earmarked for particular purposes only, and presumably 
a Council could change the purpose if it wished to, on the proviso of full and transparent disclosure.  
  
I have examined Large Shire Council financial statements as at 30 June 2017 and there are varying 
and inconsistent treatment of reserves across the sector including creation of reserves through book 
entry ‘reserve accounting’ that are not cash/investment backed, though most Councils in this sector 
appear to recognise that such ‘reserve accounting’ is outmoded and voluntarily choose not to use 
book entry ‘reserve accounting’ in circumstances where the reserve/s are not cash/investment 
backed.  
  
My opinion is that the Local Government Bill Exposure Draft and any associated Legislation including 
the Local Government (Planning and Reporting) Regulations, and LGV BPG Guide should be 
amended to ensure a mandatory requirement that book entry ‘reserve accounting’ is not adopted 
unless such reserves are cash/investment backed, and to avoid any misinterpretation between LGV, 
Councils, Community and other stakeholders, given AAS is silent on this matter.   
  
Yours faithfully 
Les Larke 

Fellow Certified Practicing Accountant – CPA Australia 


